
The FONS Enterprise clinical information system is a comprehensive information system designed to sup-
port the operation of medical facilities of various type and size. This is a new generation of an information 
system that has been developed on the basis of the changing environment of medical information systems. 
FONS Enterprise responses to changed approach of users, management, and medical facility founders to 
information systems. The timeless concept of its user interface, latest technologies available, and the origi-
nal internal architecture of the system core combine simplicity, security, flexibility, and future development 
potential. The new key features of FONS Enterprise bring essential and new values arising on the principles 
of long-term nature, owing to which FONS Enterprise is significantly different from all systems usually used 
so far. The complexity and balance of the applied principles and the possibilities of integrating into existing 
hospital information systems of STAPRO will be, together with the technological quality, the main benefit of 
this solution.

PROCESS ORIENTED SYSTEM 

The key change in the concept of an information 
system is a change from a record keeping sys-
tem to a fully process system. Unlike a classic 
record keeping system, FONS Enterprise ena-
bles to define process templates (standard pro-
cedures for diagnosing and treating) and to start 
workflow over them. The workflow then leads 
users through defined activities, controls the per-
formance of these activities, and submits subse-
quent activities to other defined roles (users). A 
defined process can be planned, monitored, and 
evaluated. A process supports a user’s decision 
making, but the user doesn’t need to be limited 
from the viewpoint of a non-standard procedure 
(it only warns about differences from a standard 
procedure and the like). The process approach 
supports accreditation proceedings and allows 
for a higher efficiency of work owing to the simpli-
fied performance of usual activities.



SUPPORT OF ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT AND CARE QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Unlike record keeping systems, where data yield is given in advance depending on the fixed definition of 
the data structure, in the case of FONS Enterprise we are able to configure the scope of data recorded as 
required by management and control workers to have all necessary characteristics and indicators available. 
From the viewpoint of economy, these are financial limits, the costs, income and economic result of a case 
determined continuously, comparison values for assessing the improvement potential, etc. From the view-
point of care quality, these are quality monitoring and evaluation indicators, expert information, early warn-
ings, recommended procedures, or information to support making decisions by users. Monitoring, evalua-
tion, and comparison are a prerequisite for subsequent management.

HIGH AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION IN FONS ENTERPRISE

An important feature of this new generation system is its openness within the meaning of interoperability, 
openness towards the maximum yield of data recorded, and openness from the viewpoint of individualization 
(customization and configuration) of a specific installation.

To ensure the maximum openness towards other systems and integration within a larger information unit, 
FONS Enterprise provides such services that will ensure integration into a larger unit (chain and regional 
solutions) using international (e.g. HL7) and local (DS4) data exchange standards. The new system is open 
to an integrated information system within the development of an information company, which will be an es-
sential part of health care in all of the EU countries soon.

Data recorded in the system can (subject to the security policy) be fully used by the integrated query tool to 
ensure that the quantities of statistics, reports, print outputs, data pumps, and exports are not limited.

The possibility of individualizing a solution supplied to a client consists in the presence of tools that will ensure 
the individualization of the user environment for individual roles and the variability of internal processes. A very 
important feature is the possibility of individualizing and configuring entities and internal algorithms that will ensure 
the perfect connection of the new system to the existing processes of specific operations of medical facilities.

INTUITIVE AND EASY TO USE BY ANY USERS OF FONS ENTERPRISE 

Even if the width and depth of solutions in individual areas are kept or made greater, the work of users in 
FONS Enterprise is significantly easier, clearer, and more intuitive. Every user has available the right infor-
mation that is important and necessary in the context of the user’s work.

Moving from the previous generation of systems with many nested windows we move to one workplace 
supporting the dashboard arrangement, which is based on current trends to ensure that a user environment 
provides a maximum of well-arranged information.



The simplicity and clear arrangement of the system result in a reduced error rate of entered data, reduce the 
time consumption of administrative activities of medical personnel, and create room for work with a patient.

BENEFITS TO USERS

	Extended spectrum of metrics according to data in the IS for evaluating a medical facility’s activities

	Planning, monitoring and evaluation of processes

	Division of processes among defined users or roles – tasking; to-do list

	Reduced costs of care using expert information in the course of treatment

	Reduced users’ workload due to administrative activities when working with the system – higher efficiency 
at work owing the simplified performance of usual activities

	Maximum yield of recorded data in the form of reports, statistics, and reporting

	Reduced error rate of recorded data

	Efficient support of accreditation

	Legal documentation keeping in a purely electronic form

	 Individual settings of the user interface, the scope of functions, and the scope of data recorded

	Support of higher legal protection of a medical facility owing to care quality management tools

	Full openness to communication with other systems (interoperability, standardization of an interface, and 
the like)

	Positive attitude of users to the application and thus a higher yield of the implementation of the hospital 
information system because it is user-friendly and simple and its use is intuitive

	Can be maximally tailored to the standard processes or already adopted best practices in a specific medi-
cal facility

DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLUTION

FONS Enterprise contains functionalities that enable to keep medical documentation and support opera-
tional activities in individual clinical departments. It ensures entering necessary administrative data and 
acquiring reporting and statistical data and supports doctors and nurses’ activities when documenting the 
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state of health of a patient while receiving outpatient treatment or hospitalized. The content covers all clinical 
processes solved in the existing hospital information systems. In addition, it enables to define any structured 
documentation for specific needs of individual specializations.

A basic element of the FONS Enterprise clinical part is a clinical event, on which a patient’s documentation is 
based (anamnesis, a receipt report, an outpatient examination, a request form for various types of examination, 
nursing anamnesis, a daily report form, operating record, a childbirth record etc.). As a clinical event is highly 
configurable, documentation can be set according to individual needs of any medical facility – from very simple 
documents consisting of an editor for writing free text to complex structured forms with extensive internal logic.

Every clinical event consists of several parts: header, diagnosis, request (this part is important for request 
forms for various examinations), findings/result (a user writes examination findings and result, describes the 
health of the patient, etc. in this part), summary (a clinical event automatically generates a summary using 
recorded data for the needs of various overviews and lists).

FONS Enterprise is based on a modern graphical user interface, which supports maximally ergonomics at work 
for an end user. It provides as good arrangement as possible and works with more dashboard windows on the 
screen, in connection with the trend towards using larger and wide-screen monitors. These windows provide an 
end user with the right information the user needs for the activity. In addition to a list of patients being in hospital, 
for example, it is also possible to display an overview of the clinical documentation of a selected patient, his labora-
tory results, a list of tasks of the logged in user, or a list of currently delivered statim results, etc. in other windows. 
When working with a patient, the patient panel is always displayed, containing well-arranged basic data about the 
patient, including the patient’s last allergy, diagnoses, last medication, information about an operation…. A user 
is informed about important factors related to the state of health of a patient at a glance. It is possible to open the 
appropriate form right from the patient panel to enter/edit data (a diagnosis, the blood group, allergies, etc.) 

FONS Enterprise enables to work with graphics right in a patient’s documentation. A user can insert sche-
matic drawings in the documentation and use various marks and notes to draw decubitus, a wound, etc., 
for example. Documentation may also include visual information, sound information, a video, and the like. 
Results or other structured data or events, for example, can be interpreted graphically, using a timeline.

FONS Enterprise enables 
a user to open and view or 
record more clinical events of 
a selected patient at the same 
time. A user can thus describe 
a patient’s state of health and 
enter request forms for nec-
essary examinations, record 
a prescription, or view the last 
laboratory results, for exam-
ple, at the same time.


